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Sami’s just gotten a new puppy. She’s so excited about signing his adoption papers, getting

him his shots, and having a new friend in the house. But after a few days, she realizes she

might be in over her head. Puppy Jax is naughty. He doesn’t know that playing isn’t at bedtime,

and to go outside to do his business. Jax gnaws the furniture, and tears pillows to shreds. What

is she going to do? How could she get out of this mess?Learn from Sami’s mistakes as she

figures out how to teach her puppy to be a proper dog. From looking up facts and advice

online, Sami learns to adapt her home and guide her puppy’s behavior as they learn to love

each other.Recommended for ages 3-8.

'Lyn Duclos has cleverly entwined imaginative storytelling and characters with history - what

better way for our children to come to understand their heritage.' - Lisa Richards (Director/

Curator, Norfolk Island Museum) 'This book is a truly unique and heartfelt way of cultivating

history into the minds of our expanding generations - for the young saplings unable to read, the

roots of imagination can take hold as they listen and get transported through time - for the

older saplings nearing the horizon, this book helps to spread the historical branches of

literature and encourage the growth and development of exploring different perspectives. This

book is not just a story but the true untold secrets of the pine, for hundreds of years locked up

in ancient trunks now told through the voice of our oldest sentinel - lone pine - he has watched

over our 4 settlements; now we can listen to his story. We can help him plant the seeds of

history before our lonely old pine goes from legend to simply a place name - lost in the past.' -

Racheal McConnell (Museum Attendant and Guide, Norfolk Island Museum) 'While I Can still

Remember is a delightful, imaginatively crafted, narrative that will engage young people with

the fascinating story of Norfolk Island. Lyn Duclos has made every effort to accurately capture

both details and atmosphere of the various settlements in a highly readable way.' - Judith

Davidson (Research and Interpretation Officer, KAVHA Research and Information Centre,

Norfolk Island) 'This is a beautifully crafted book which intelligently excites the curiosity of the

young reader to learn about the history of Norfolk Island in a novel way. It is also a poignant

reminder how precious and fragile are memories held by their temporary custodians. A special

read for children of all ages.' - Dr Janet Mason, MAPS (Consultant Psychologist, Melbourne) 'A

wonderfully unique and creative perspective with which to educate children about the rugged

and important history of Norfolk Island. Thoroughly researched, this narrative clearly informs its

readers about little-known aspects of Australian History. Particularly useful for Year 5 students

as part of their study into the Australian Colonies of the 1800s.' - Kristy Mortimer (Gifted and

Talented Teacher, Kilvington Grammar School, Melbourne) 'The story uses sustained imagery

to create a picture in the mind of a reader which is fabulous to target the majority of students

who are visual and kinesthetic learners to capture their imagination. The personification used

continually brings life and strong characterisation of the sapling. The life-like connections, such

as those with the Pine, resemble relationships with grandparents and an important life concept

- 'memories' - which they share. Historical references and explanations tie in with Australia's

history to make connections with their prior knowledge. Historical concepts are used to lead to

students asking questions, as an example Van Diemen's Land, and the references made which

will lead to classroom discussions and further avenues for students to explore. The level of

language is challenging enabling students to draw upon reading strategies in order to decode



and comprehend the text.' - Stephanie Potter (Primary School Teacher, Brisbane, Qld)

'Anybody reading this will come away enriched, entertained and absolutely acquainted with a

fascinating history told in a lively, compelling manner. Very different from anything we have

encountered before.' - Janine Wood (Secondary School Teacher, Victoria & Queensland)About

the AuthorSince the success of Lyn's last book, Shattered Reflections, she has gone on to

tackle a totally different project of historical fiction for children, While I Can Still Remember. The

telling of Norfolk Island's history came about after a number of holidays there, each time being

inspired by a very old Norfolk Island pine tree. She imagined all the events it would have

witnessed over the centuries; if only it could talk! During the years it took to research and write

the book, she also taught creative writing to adults and facilitated children's writing workshops

for the local council. Mother of Andrés and Pilar, Lyn is now retired and lives in a beach-side

suburb of Melbourne with her two cats, writing full time and travelling.Zozie Brown graduated

from RMIT University with a Bachelor of Arts in Animation and Interactive Media in 2013. She

worked in the animation industry for a year, where she was an intern on a major Hollywood

film, Spongebob Squarepants, and acted in a number of films for local Honeyhouse Films,

including 51 Paintings and The Tailor of Autumn. She currently resides on the Bellarine

Peninsula in Victoria working as a writer and freelance illustrator.
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Amy Williams, “A cute book with lessons to learn on pet ownership. This is the second “Sami T.

Rex” book I’ve read, and this is just as cute and informative as the first one. Sami, a T-rex, has

moved to the city and decided to adopt a puppy. The first couple of days with the new arrival go

well, but then, Sami learns that having a pet isn’t all roses! The puppy chews her belongings,

messes where he shouldn’t, and hides under the couch. How can Sami take care of the puppy

and alleviate some of these issues? Our tenacious T-rex does some research and learns

different things such as playing with the puppy with chew toys, securing some boards by her

bed so he doesn’t go beneath it, and getting a training pad and taking the puppy for walks so

he does not mess anymore. At the end, the puppy and Sami form a great, harmonious

relationship.This book teaches children how to care for pets and how to overcome obstacles

relating to them. It also encourages them to learn how to care for pets the proper way and to

adopt rescue animals. It’s a cute book full of good lessons for little ones to learn.”

Jerry Olasakinju, “A naughty dog gets schooled by a kind girl. A beautiful middle-grade fiction

drops once in a while, and this book is one of those rare gems.The protagonist is Sami who

has just adopted a puppy named Jax. As excited as she is about her new friend and addition to

her family, Sami gets frustrated by Jax’s bad behaviors—Jax pees inside the house, destroys

pillows, and chews on the furniture. It also comes into Sami’s bedroom during the bedtime,

disturbing her. To overcome all these challenges, Sami turns to leaning things on how to better

raise a puppy on the internet. Using the bits and pieces of knowledge gathered from the

internet, Sami is able to train her puppy how to behave well.It is an exciting read for kids and

those who are kids at heart.”

Lupe H., “Wonderfully Cute. Such a cute story! I loved Sami the T-rex as she went through the

hurdles of having a brand-new puppy and all that encompasses. From teething to training, I

could certainly relate to Sami as she struggled with her new pup. I loved seeing their

relationship grow, especially after she got all the supplies needed to teach Jax what to do. It is

very important to spend time with one's pet as it encourages a bond between pet and owner. It

melted my heart that these two became best friends. I think about my own dog and the many

good years we had together. I would definitely recommend this series to anyone, especially

those who have young children and are pet owners. Lovely!”

Mia C., “Lovely - My nephew liked it a lot. Sami T Rex in the city book three written by P. Elliot



is really cute as in this third book Sammy rescues and adopts a dog and learns how to take

care of her new pet.It is great for kids because she teaches while experiencing new things in

her life. The tale is adorable and my nephew loved it. I bought it for him because he wants to

adopt a cat and I thought it was a good idea to show him a bit of what responsibilities are

needed when bringing a pet to the house.He loved the tale and even more the drawings. He

was fascinated with Sammy and now he draws her every time he can. I would recommend this

tale for sure.”

Carol M., “Sami as a great role model. My kids absolutely love the ‘Sami T. Rex in the city’

series! And I must admit I do too! In this lovely story, Sami adopts a cute puppy. Yet, the puppy

starts to behave in a naughty way and Sami gets upset and frustrated. The short story has a

fantastic ending and it teaches children some important values. Young readers can learn how

to be responsible and caring when it comes to taking care of a pet. It also shows children

different ways to solve problems and not become overwhelmed. Sami is a great model and kids

can learn a lot from her. All in all, this series is a must in every child’s library.”

Liz, “Sami T. Rex in the City. I must admit that I became Sami's number one fan. I love her

stories and the teaching she leaves on children.In his third book, Sami adopts a new puppy, but

when she gets home, she realizes that the puppy has to be taught. That is why Sami seeks

help and learns that there are certain things that puppies can't do, so she teaches it.A little

over a month ago, my sister adopted a puppy, and this book helped my nephew a lot to get

acquainted with the arrival of the new puppy. I highly recommend Sami's adventures because

the 3 books are amazing!”

Priyanka Athavale, “Another outing for this endearing little character. In this story, Sami is

rather hasty when it comes to adopting a cute puppy. She is not able to cope when he is

naughty, shredding her favorite blanket and peeing on the floor! Finally, she does what she

should have done all along and reads up about her new canine friend. Thus, she learns what

he needs to thrive like exercise and toys to play with, and she must train him to pee on training

pads and not on the floor. With effort, her puppy becomes a loyal and well-behaved friend.”

Myra, “Always enjoyable!. Sami T Rex is such a cute series and it's always a pleasure to see

what she's up to next! Sami has rescued a new puppy and this is a great way to show kids the

fun of doing something new, and all the joy different experiences can bring! I think Sami is a

really wonderful character and the books always impart a good lesson without being

overbearing”

The book by Paul Elliott has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 9 people have provided feedback.
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